Service compositions are created by exploiting existing component services that are, in general, out of the control of the composition developer. The challenge nowadays is to make such compositions able to dynamically reconfigure themselves in order to address the cases when the component services do not behave as expected and when the execution context changes. We argue that the problem has to be tackled at two levels: on the one side, the runtime platform should be flexible enough to support the selection of alternative services, the negotiation of their service level agreements, and the partial replanning of a composition. On the other side, the language used to develop the composition should support the designer in defining the constraints and conditions that regulate selection, negotiation, and replanning actions at runtime. In this paper we present the SCENE platform that partially addresses the above issues by offering a language for composition design that extends the standard BPEL language with rules used to guide the execution of binding and re-binding self-reconfiguration operations.
Introduction
Service-oriented approaches are capturing a growing interest not only as a mean for business to business integration, but also as the possible reference architecture to support the development of systems exposing autonomic and dynamically changing behavior [11] . Typical examples are the cases of applications able to reconfigure themselves and to contact different services depending on contextual information (e.g., the location of the final user), on QoS levels, on possible failures happening while a service is running, and so on.
The dynamic nature of such systems precludes the a-priori identification of the services defining the system and demands for run-time discovery and selection of such services. In particular, we argue that discovery and selection have to be supported at two different levels. On one side, the runtime platform executing systems built by composing services should be flexible enough to support the discovery and selection of alternative services, and the negotiation of their service level agreements. On the other side, the language used to develop the composition should support the designer not only in the definition of the way service invocations are sequenced in a workflow, but also in the definition of self-configuration policies that will discipline the selection of services and negotiation actions at runtime.
Through these policies, it should be possible, for instance, to express the fact that whenever a component service breaks the Service Level Agreement (SLA) [6] it has established with the system, an attempt to establish a new SLA is done and, if this fails, then the system will try to find an alternative component service, preferably offered by the same provider.
Industrial composition environments, typically BPEL-based [3] , offer little support to dynamic changes [4] and do not support the explicit definition of self-configuration policies. If we look at service-oriented research initiatives, they tend to encapsulate selfconfiguration policies in some infrastructural components rather than to allow the designer to define them explicitly. In these cases, the degree of flexibility of the resulting system is often poor and designers have little control on the policies that are actually applied at runtime (see Section 6 for more details on some of these approaches).
In this scenario, we propose a composition language through which we describe service compositions in terms of two distinct parts: a process part, described using BPEL, that defines the main business logic of the composition, and a declarative part, described using ECA (Event Condition Action) rules. Rules are used to associate a BPEL workflow with the declaration of the policy to be used during (re)configuration. Rules can either be defined at design time or later before the execution of the system. Moreover, various sets of rules can coexist and be activated depending on the preferences of the system users.
A composition written in our language is executed by SCENE (Service Composition ExecutioN Environment). The current implementation of SCENE integrates an off-theshelf BPEL executor called PXE [15] and a rule engine called Drools [9] . SCENE is part of a European project called SeCSE (Service Centric Systems Engineering) [17] aiming at providing methods, tools, and platform to support service-oriented engineering.
For the moment both language and runtime environment support the dynamic discovery and selection of services. We are currently working to provide support to the other self-configuration actions we have mentioned (e.g., negotiation of new SLAs and replanning of the composition).
The goal of this paper is to present the results we have achieved so far. Consistently, the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 an example is shown to motivate our work. Section 3 briefly describes the main aspects of the composition language. Section 4 proposes the architecture of SCENE together with its execution semantics. Section 5 presents a preliminary evaluation of the approach, Section 6 presents the related approaches, finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and discusses about some possible future work.
Motivating Example
In this section we present an example that motivates the need for supporting dynamic changes in a composition. The example has been extracted from the scenarios defined by the industrial partners of the SeCSE project.
A car maker would like to equip its top level cars with a device allowing the end user to exploit a set of remote services all available through a portal offered by the car maker itself. One of the offered services, named XTRIP, helps the end user in keeping his/her schedule updated depending on the status of his/her travel. In particular, the service allows the user to plan a trip. Based on the plan and on a navigation system that allows the service to know the geographical position of the car, the service itself is able to automatically check the agenda of the user to make sure that he/she will be on time for the scheduled appointments. In case of problems, the service automatically establishes a telephone communication between the end user in the car and his/her secretary so that they can take actions to change the schedule as needed.
The process realizing the XTRIP service is composed of activities (see the activity diagram of Fig. 1 ) to get the data about the current position of the car (plan trip), to access the user's agenda (check for conflicts and confirm commitments) and to establish a telephone call when needed (make call).
Fig. 1. The XTRIP process
The completion of these activities implies the invocation of operations to external services capable of fulfilling them. check for conflicts and confirm commitments activities are provided by the same service as they both operate on the end user agenda. The first one checks if some appointments for the period of interest are conflicting with the trip, and the second one confirms the appointments in case no conflict is detected.
Despite the simplicity of the example, its implementation should be dynamically adaptable to the way the service is actually used. In particular, the selection of the actual service for plan trip activity could be left open at design time and decided at runtime based on the geographical location of the user. This way, it is possible to take advantage of navigation systems specialized for specific areas. Moreover, the selection of the concrete service to complete both check for conflicts and confirm commitments activities should depend on the user which requests the service. Therefore, the service cannot be fixed at design time. Finally, the selection of the service to satisfy make call activity could depend on the telecom provider that offers the best rate to connect the traveler with his/her secretary and also on performance; these, again, are issues that cannot be addressed while designing the composition workflow.
By exploiting our composition approach, at design time all these choices can be left open, but, at the same time, rules can be defined that will guide all (re)configuration actions that will be taken at runtime. 
The SCENE Composition Language
The constituents of a service composition in the SCENE composition language are shown in Fig. 2 . A Service Composition can exploit various Service Roles and can be described by various Service Process Views each one describing the composition from the view point of a specific role in the composition. The service process view is composed of four main elements: a Process that in our language is described using BPEL, one or more Rule Sets and Constraints and Preferences to control the self-reconfiguration of the composition at runtime, and a Data Model that includes all data types that are shared between the process and the rules. These include the structure of the input and output data used by the process part to communicate with the external services.
The process is composed of Activities that can be implemented as Requests to external services. These requests can be served by some service roles. At runtime, the rules are used to realize the Bindings between service requests and the concrete implementation of service roles (Concrete Services).
The decoupling between the process and the rules allows for a proper separation of concerns. The process is described in BPEL. We do not pose any restriction to the structure of the BPEL code describing the process. It defines the data and control flow among the various elements of the composition. The rules and the constraints and preferences define the policies used for self-organization. They, in fact, contain all it is needed to dynamically select/change services, possibly discovered on the fly.
Rules are aware of the state of the process. On the contrary, the process is completely agnostic of the existence of the rule part. As we will discuss in Section 4, at runtime, the execution environment is in charge of communicating to the rule part the state of the process and of modifying this state (and in the future work also the structure of the process) depending on the results provided by the execution of rules.
Rules do not have to be necessarily defined together with the process; they can also be introduced at any time before execution in order to account for the specific conditions in which the process is being executed. The notation we propose for rules is an extension of the XML rule language that is interpreted by Drools (see next section). Fig. 3 shows an example of rule that refers to the case study described in Section 2. The rule can be activated while the composition process is executing the make call activity. The aim of the activity is to establish a phone call between the user in the car and his/her assistant. It exploits a Third Party Call Control (TPCC) service [20] offered by some telecom provider. The aim of the rule shown in Fig. 3 is to allow the activity to be dynamically bound to the most suitable TPCC service. More in detail, the rule is triggered by an event of type ActivityBindingEvent issued by the process execution environment whenever it realizes that the service request associated with some process activity is not bounded to any specific service. The condition that activates the rule requires that the phone number to be called through the TPCC service (this is the parameter of bindingEvent) does not start with some special numbers. These, in fact, are managed by a different rule (not shown for space reasons). In the action part a request for executing a dynamic discovery and binding operation is created (actionRequest) and this request is wrapped into an event that, in turn, is added to an event queue to be actually issued. The event queue is identified by the variable eventList that is defined as global and visible to all rules. Variable processInfo is global as well. It contains the defined self-reconfiguration preferences and constraints.
In general, rules can introduce some changes in the composition or they can delegate specific tasks to some infrastructural components. The rule sample presented above falls in this last category since it aims at activating the component able to identify new bindings (the Binder as explained in Section 4). This component receives as input some binding preferences through the variable processInfo. Fig. 4 shows a fragment of binding preferences stating that the service to be selected has to guarantee a price per minute of telephone conversation lower than 0.5 euros. Of course, in order to guarantee this preference, the selection of the concrete service to be bound has to be limited to all those exposing pricing information in their service specification.
The binding preferences fragment also provides information about the validity of each binding. In the example, the binding is valid for a single invocation. This means that it has to be renewed each time the corresponding process activity is executed. A determined binding can also be valid for the lifetime of the specific process instance or it can be associated with all new instances of the same process. In these last two cases, the bindingValidity tag takes the values PROCESS INSTANCE and PERMANENT respectively. Fig. 5 shows a sample of rule that triggers the reconfiguration of the composition in response to an event generated by a monitoring component. This reconfiguration can happen independently of the validity that has been set for bindings since it is used to deal with faulty situations: the event triggering the rule signals that some failure in a component service has occurred. The service that has failed is stored in a "blacklist" for future record and a CacheUpdatingActionRequest is issued (again, it is wrapped in a proper event) that causes any current binding to the failing service to be actually eliminated.
Rules can have either global or local scope. Rules having global scope can be activated any time during the execution of a composition. The service violation rule of Fig. 5 is an example of these kinds of rule. Rules with local scope are associated with some specific activities of the process that require interaction with external services. This means that these rules can be activated and can affect the composition only when the corresponding activity is being executed. The dynamic binding rule of Figure 3 has local scope (defined in the rule scope tag) since it is built to deal with a specific binding to a service offering a makeCall operation. Fig. 6 shows some constraints defined on the confirm commitments activity. For each invoke activity the constraints specify if the activity is abstract, i.e., it has not been bound to a concrete service operation, if it is concrete, i.e., a binding for it has been finalized at design-time, and if any rule associated with that invoke activity is enabled. A relevant aspect concerns the presence of potential dependencies between activities.
Fig. 5. Violation rule
In the specific example of Fig. 6 , the dependency tag indicates that the activity under consideration (confirm commitments) has to rely on the same service exploited by the check for conflicts activity. Other kinds of dependencies can be expressed in terms of generic constraints (e.g., the service used in the current activity has to offer the same level of performance of the service used in some other activity).
<activity-info>
<activity-name>confirm commitments</activity-name> <realization-info>ABSTRACT</realization-info> <binding-dependencies> SAME SERVICE AS 'check for conflicts' </binding-dependencies> <rules-enabled>true</rules-enabled> <!--a rule will be auto-generated from this dependency--> </activity-info> 
Architecture of SCENE and Execution Model
The SCENE platform provides the runtime execution environment for compositions written in the SCENE language. The first prototype includes the following components (see Fig. 7 ):
• REDS [5] , a publish-subscribe infrastructure that acts as integration middleware and supports both synchronous and asynchronous multicast communication.
• A process execution environment that, in turn, is composed of an open source BPEL engine, PXE, which is in charge of executing the process part of the service composition [15] and of a set of Proxies that decouple the BPEL engine from the logic needed to support reconfiguration (see below).
• An open source rule engine, Drools, responsible for running the ECA rules [9] .
• The Binder, responsible for executing binding actions at runtime based on the directions defined in the rule language. This component is able to execute various policies for selecting the candidate services. For instance, the services could be selected from a predefined list or they could be selected in the "outside world" by exploiting some discovery mechanism. The selection could be based both on functional and non-functional attributes. More details on the Binder component can be found in [8] . • A monitoring system [1] is also connected to the bus and provides SCENE with the needed monitoring feedbacks.
Other components are being added to the platform to manage aspects such as dynamic negotiation and dynamic reconfiguration of a service composition.
In the following we briefly show how the SCENE platform supports the execution of a composition. We start from a situation where the designer has defined the composition process by using the standard BPEL constructs. He can have either defined all bindings to some concrete services or he can have left these undefined into the BPEL process. Also the designer might have defined some constraints to enable/disable the association of process activities with rules, to define dependencies between activities. When applicable, he defines rules and binding preferences that will be considered during the self-reconfiguration of the composition. At deployment time, a SCENE composition is preprocessed. All activities in the BPEL process having the rule-enabled tag set to true are bound to specifically instantiated proxies. Moreover, additional rules are automatically generated that enforce the constraints defined as part of processInfo. For instance, the rule in Fig.  8 is generated to guarantee that the dependency relation defined between confirm commitments and check for conflicts activities is actually respected.
At runtime, when the execution of the process reaches the invocation of an external service, an operation offered by the proxy bound to that activity is actually called. The proxy has a well defined internal logic that works as follows: if the proxy refers to a valid concrete service, then it propagates the request directly to this service. In the opposite case, it emits on the bus an ActivityBindingEvent. The rule engine --that has subscribed to this event --receives it and activates a rule able to handle the missing binding (if this rule exists). If more than one rule can be activated, only one is non-deterministically selected (for the future we plan to add priorities to let the designer have an influence on this selection). The activated rule can take any decision, ranging from the activation of the binding procedure (as done by the rule in Fig. 3 ) to the immediate binding to some previously identified service (as done by the rule in Fig. 8) , to the termination of the execution.
In all cases, when a new service is ready to be bound to the composition, or a decision to stop the composition is taken, an event is generated by the rule engine and received by the proxy that can then change its internal state, possibly invoke the proper operation on the bound service (if it has been identified), and then pass the control back to the BPEL execution environment. In the case a permanent binding has been identified, the rule engine will also load the files containing the process and change them by adding a concrete binding to the selected service.
When the monitoring infrastructure detects misbehavior of some service, it issues an event of type ServiceViolationEvent. Again, this is received by the rule engine and Fig. 8 . Rule automatically generated to account for dependency between confirm commitments and check for conflicts activities activates a violation rule. As in the previous case, various decisions can be defined in the rule to recover from the faulty situation. These range from simply disregarding the failure to change one or more bindings in the composition. In the forthcoming version of SCENE, we will manage also dynamic negotiation of SLAs and structural transformation of the composition itself.
Evaluation
We have developed some case studies to test the flexibility of the approach and its applicability to concrete cases. The examples we have considered so far have been defined within the SeCSE consortium and concern automotive and telecom domains. The example presented in Section 2 is one of these. For that example, besides the BPEL process sketched in Fig. 1 , we have defined 15 rules. Some of the rules are those we have presented in the previous sections. The others have a similar structure and are not reported here for the sake of space.
The example, exploits some real services that are actually offered in a pre-operational environment by our partners. For instance, the TPCC service is offered by Telecom Italia and actually exploits the communication machinery of the company.
For the example we have developed two GUIs not shown here for space reasons. One of them is owned by the consumer of the XTRIP service and the other by the administrator. The consumer can start the execution of the composed service by requesting the system to plan a trip. Together with the request, the GUI has to pass to the composition some data about the user (his/her current position, the trip destination, the agenda service of the user, his phone number and the secretary's phone number). Through the administration interface can see the bindings and re-bindings that are computed during the execution of the composition can be monitored.
Our partners in the project are currently experimenting with the language and the platform and are providing feedbacks to us especially concerning the user friendliness of the language and its ability to capture their requirements. For the moment, this analysis has not revealed major weaknesses in the ability of the language to express the partners' needs, and we are constantly working on improving the intuitiveness and simplicity of the language.
As a final remark we highlight that the execution of a SCENE composition introduces some overhead with respect to the execution of a plain BPEL process. More in detail, referring to a specific invocation, this overhead varies depending on the following cases:
• The designer has disabled the usage of rules for the current invocation activity: in this case, there is no overhead introduced by SCENE since the invocation is executed directly by the BPEL engine. • The usage of rules is enabled and the invoke activity that is being executed has associated a valid binding (this is stored into the corresponding proxy). In this case, the proxy acts as an intermediary between the BPEL engine and the actual services. Being the proxy fully dedicated to a single service, the overhead is mainly concerning the message exchange between the engine and the proxy. These two are installed on the same machine.
• The usage of rules is enabled and the invoke activity that is being executed does not have associated a valid binding. In this case, the proxy receiving the invocation request triggers the binding procedure by generating an event for the rule engine. In this case the overhead cannot be determined a priori, but it depends on the complexity of the rules that are triggered. Reasonably, this complexity is compensated, however, by the ability of the system to reconfigure itself. • The monitoring system (that can exist independently of SCENE to monitor the execution of standard BPEL processes) signals a fault. This, again, triggers the execution of rules and, again, introduces, an overhead that is compensated by the fact that the system may be able to return in a correct state.
Related Work
Various approaches in the service-oriented domain tend to add some kind of dynamic binding features to service composition. MAIS [7] supports dynamic binding but the logic for selecting candidate services is predefined and cannot depend on user inputs as it happens with our binding rules. Meteor-S [19] supports the execution of binding operations at design time, deployment time, and just before the execution. It also takes into account binding dependencies [18] . The composition is divided into scopes; semantic web languages are used to describe both domain constraints and services; matchmaking algorithms are used to associate each scope with the concrete set of services to invoke. While this approach requires that a semantic description is attached to each potential component service, our approach can work both using a complete description for services or a more lightweight one. Moreover, we support runtime bindings that do not seem to be addressed in Meteor-S.
The approach presented in [12] exploits DAML-S technologies to support semantic discovery of services and their runtime integration into the composition. In this case, however, the approach does not account for dependences between service invocations. SELF-SERV [2] exploits a proprietary language for describing a composition and introduces the concept of service community. Binding is possible at runtime among the members of the community.
In [13] composition rules are used to govern the way a composition is built in a semiautomatic way. Our approach differs from this because more than exploiting rules to build a new composition, we use them to support its runtime selfconfiguration.
Combining rules with workflow languages in a service-oriented context has been already proposed in the literature as a way to define conditional business logic that is not directly captured by the workflow [16, 10] . Our rules, indeed, are not designed to encapsulate some business logic. Instead, they work at a lower level of abstraction to support the definition of policies for dynamic binding (and negotiation and replanning in the future).
As we have tried to convey in the previous sections, our approach aims at offering some autonomic features. In the research area of autonomic computing, the main idea behind the scene is to build applications capable of self-managing themselves, reflecting the behavior of biological systems. An autonomic application must own the following properties [14] : self-Awareness, self-Configuring, self-Optimizing, self-Healing, self-Protecting, Context-Awareness, Openness, Anticipatory behavior. We think at least three of the aforementioned characteristics are satisfied by our approach: rules associated with the process makes the composition self-configuring (e.g., a binding rule can re-configure the association between a process activity and a concrete service), selfhealing (e.g., a service violation event can trigger a recovery action rule to avoid the use of services whose measured QoS properties deviate from our requirements), contextaware (e.g., service compositions can be executed by means of several external services, on the basis of the knowledge of the user input and the actual available services, obtainable only at run-time). Considering the differences between our work and the application computing view, rules we use are not applied only to re-establish the equilibrium between environment and application, but also to delay the association of the activities to be executed with the concrete services till runtime.
Conclusion
In this paper we have focused on the definition of proper linguistic and infrastructural mechanisms to support self-configuration of a service composition.
As future work we plan to extend the language and the platform to support dynamic negotiation of service level agreements with component services and to drive dynamic changes in the structure of the composition itself.
We also need to continue with the evaluation of the approach for what concern both performances and usability.
